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Web crawler is a system which can automatically get web pages from Internet。
It helps searching engine download web pages, so it is an important part of searching 
engine. Web crawler of normal searching engine starts working from some seeding 
links, and that web crawler of searching engine for special domain is able to identify 
links and content of web pages except functions of normal web crawler, so we call it 
focused web crawler. The main goals of focused web crawler are to get more web 
pages which are correlative with a certain topic and prepare data for users querying. 
The focused web crawler has been became a researching hotspot in technology 
domain of searching engine.  
We research the focused web crawler from another aspect—“filtrating 
technology”, so we call this web crawler as the filtrating web crawler. Firstly, we 
introduce the main function of the web crawler and the present condition of 
technology of web crawler; secondly, we research the technology of filtrating web 
crawler from two aspects: (1)from filtrating links, we give the concept of links’ 
colony and classify links’ colony as single pattern and multiple pattern; at the same 
time we give the filtrating links algorithm after analyzing the traditional 
algorithm;(2)from filtrating content of web pages, we research it from three aspects: 
(a)put forward a method to differentiate the style of website basing the characteristic 
of content,(b) use a method basing on calculating the weight of tag to select the 
characteristic words of web pages, and then we construct the VSM of web pages to 
calculate the similarity with the topic VSM which we have prepared,(c) basing on 
analyzing the process of classifying non-structural data, we use the native bayes 
classifier to differentiate the topic types of web pages; lastly, we design and 
implement a filtrating web crawler system, and introduce the main module and  
technology of this system. 
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L. Page, S. Brin 于 1998 年提出来的一种针对链接的“链接评价体系” ，




Jon Kleinberg 于 1999 年提出针对链接的 Authority 和 Hub 策略，对 HITS
方法定义了这两个重要概念，通过HITS方法对每个己访问页面计算其Authority










































































。每年的增长趋势如图 2.1 和图 2.2 所示： 
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